
20 July 1968 

Mr, George E. Rennar 
7316 = 13th Avemue NW. 
Seattle 98107 , 

Dear Hr. Rennar, 

Thank you for your letter of the 16th. I appreciate your understanding — 

attitude of my rather blunt remarks on the subject of Garrison. I only wish 

I coulda agree that. the eritics of the WR continue to have much in common, | 

despite diametrical differences on the New Orleans "“Snvestigation, " and that 

cooperation is still possible and desirable, Without wishing to. belabor 

the point, I see no. seope for cooperation with proponents of the false and 

fraudulent Warren Report or with proponents of any other false and fraudulent 

project purporting to “solve the Dallas tragedy. 

Certainly I have no hesitation in detailing my position on Garrison for 

yourrreadership, although I should like to avoid writing a new pce for that 

purpose. I am therefore enclosing three letters to editors (a fourth letter 
in the group is purely for your own information and not for quotation), in the 
hope that you can excerpt from their contents a brief, coherent account for use 

in Forum. I apologize for imposing this burden on you, 

Let me add a word of clarification with regard to Oswald's attendance at the 

Garry Powers trial at Moscow. I had mentioned to Epstein that I recalled having 

read somewhere in the testimony or documents a coment to that effect, in ay first 

reading of the Hearings &Exhibite (back in 1964-1965). At that time, the 
information did not have the relevance or significance it has recently acquired; 

and I did not annotate or index it. After the. passage of time, I do not recall 

just where in the 26 volumes I found this mention; nor do I have the tine or energy 

“to aake a methodical search. I can only say that I have a firm recallection that 

such & remark is somewhere in the testimony, or possibly in an exhibit. 

I: was pleased to learn that you had done a review of my book and if it is no 

trouble I’ would appreciate a copy of the parts published in Forum and/or the 

review as submitted, Thank you also for your offer to make available your 

documentation on the Right-Wing, which I shall keep in mind. 

With kind regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Sylvia Meagher 
302 West 12 Street, NYC 10014 

Enclosures.


